
OPENING THE HEART  In order to be able to open the heart we need to have safety, security and trust.  Most of us have hardened our hearts in order to protect ourselves from additional hurt, pain, or deception. We may have developed layers of protection or heart walls to “thicken” our skin. Notice this in yourself – How do you react to fear, hurt, pain?  In order to begin opening the heart we need to clear the fear.  Devotion to the divine begins to open our hearts. When you can touch that space/place of stillness of the divine, your heart begins to open automatically.  What do we mean by opening the heart? You are not stepping out from your protective armor/shields into a dangerous situation, opening yourself up for attack. You aren’t releasing your heart wall of protection to allow yourself to be  obliterated and exist no more. You are not completely surrendering your sense of self, of you, your individuality.  You are choosing to send/flow love, deep appreciation, gentle loving kindness, awe and respect to the creator, the stream, the universe, divine mother. You also choose to send this loving energy deep into your own cells, your own being, with such tender regard and gratitude, such sweetness and peace that your heart begins to automatically open and you begin to change from the inside out.  You develop more compassion for yourself, others, life. You develop more insight about life patterns and connections, actions and consequences. The protective  layers around your heart begin to soften and fall away. You begin to choose more meaningful connections to others, nature, the world.  As your heart opens it is as if little doors in every cell in your body begin to open. You let more life and love in. Your experience on this planet becomes larger, freer, more meaningful.  Instead of shying away from new adventures, you begin to welcome the possibilities of more interesting and exciting times/experiences.  These attitudes allow your heart to continue to open. As your heart continues to open the barriers begin to fall away and dissolve. Your heart and your being fill with more love, peace and harmony. You begin to change to a more compassionate, accepting person.  What do we mean by opening the heart? Divine life force energy is freely flowing through all parts of our being, moving and expressing without restrictions or limitation. Our emotional body is smooth as silk. Our mental body is harmonized and balanced. The core of our being is completely cleared of old spent energy and filled with iridescent liquid mother of pearl light, soft, sweet, tender, loving, healing, and rejuvenating energy.  All nerves, blood, lymph, liquid, organs and cells are filled to overflowing with the divine light. We are willing to let go of old “instructions” about how to be. We are open to receiving new instructions from the divine to support us in our new life of peace and harmony. 
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GIVING YOUR BODY PERMISSION TO RELEASE BLOCKAGES – 
RECEIVING NEW INSTRUCTIONS Consciously flow Divine love energy through your physical, mental, emotional and spiritual bodies to clear blockages. Examine “information/messages” that body parts express to assist you in changing old patterns.  Bring in “new instructions/messages” from a trusted source – your divine self, soul, council, guru, the Creator, Divine Mother, or others.  Restore/reprogram your bodies to optimal functioning.  

Meditation: Breathe in and out moving consciousness up and down your body.  Assess your being now. Scan your body. Is it open or tight?  Is the movement of energy free or confined/restricted? Is the energy flowing and moving or stagnant? What areas of your body are affected? Overall do you feel happy, generous, easy going or worried, anxious, fearful?  If you encounter a stiffness or stagnation ask, “What is this about?  
What does this represent?” You may want to make notes to refer to later. If you encounter more than one restricted, blocked, affected area, then ask, 
 “Which of these areas would it be best for me to address today?”  When you determine which body part you are working with then ask,  
“What message do you have for me?” You may want to record the information you receive for further exploration.  When you have received information about the blockage and have a better idea about what the issues are ask, “What is the solution?” Ask the helpers to assist you in clearing the blockage. 
“Please enable me to open, restore, rejuvenate and balance the energy in my body to its 
proper state of optimal functioning.”  You may find that the body parts are programmed to be doing the job they are doing by restricting energy to certain places in your body. You may want to receive new instructions/programs for them. “Please give my body new instructions for optimal performance.”   Who are they willing to take instructions from? Where did the previous instructions come from? How long ago? What would it take for them to accept these changes/new instructions? Ask yourself, “Am I willing to accept new instructions from the creator? From my council? 
From my teacher? From my divine self? From my soul?”  Invite the masters to flow the Divine love download into you. The divine love energy floods through your physical body filling the chakras, clearing and filling all channels, all body organs and structures with this pure sweet energy of love. Repeat the process for the emotional, mental and spiritual bodies. Invite “new instructions/messages” from a trusted source – your divine self, soul, council, guru, the Creator, Divine Mother, or others.                                                                                                                  Restore/reprogram your bodies to optimal functioning. 


